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• The superior electrical characteristic of 
the PCN-222 enhanced the field-effect 
mobility in the polythiophene 
transistors. 

• The PCN-222/polythiophene blend 
films also showed significantly 
enhanced nitrogen dioxide sensing 
characteristics. 

• The improved sensing performance was 
due to the porous structures and large 
specific surface area of the PCN-222.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Noxious gas sensors based on polymer thin films are attracting increasing attention because of their unique 
advantages. However, polymeric gas sensors usually exhibit low sensitivity and slow response rates for target gas 
molecules. These drawbacks are attributed to the poor charge transport in polymer active layers and to a 
structural limit resulting from the use of thick semiconductor films because of low charge carrier density. In this 
study, we examined the electrical and physical properties of Fe porous coordination network 222 (PCN-222) and 
explored its potential as an analyte interacting material inserted into a polymer active layer. The morphologies, 
molecular structures, and electrical characteristics of PCN-222/polythiophene blend films were systematically 
examined. The superior electrical characteristic of the PCN-222 enhanced the field-effect mobility in the poly-
thiophene transistors. In addition, transistor-based sensors with the PCN-222/polythiophene blend films also 
showed significantly enhanced nitrogen dioxide sensing characteristics, including an enhanced responsivity, 
response rate. The improved sensing performance was due to the porous structures and large specific surface area 
of the PCN-222. These results provide useful guidelines for the application of transistor-type gas sensor based on 
metal–organic framework/polymer semiconductor blend films.   
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, pressure-sensitive e-skin, photodetectors, and gas 
sensors based on polymer thin films have attracted the interest of many 
researchers due to their various advantages, which include easy large- 
scale manufacturing, high cost-effectiveness, good mechanical flexi-
bility, and light weight [1–5]. Fast and precise gas detection is becoming 
important in air-pollution monitoring and fine-dust observation, espe-
cially for detecting environmental oxidizing gases [6,7]. Nitrogen oxides 
such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are irritant gases. NO2 is product of fuel 
combustion and is hazardous to human health at typical ambient con-
centrations. However, polymer-based gas sensor exhibits low respon-
sivity and a slow response and recovery rate because of the intrinsic 
properties of the polymers; these shortcomings adversely affect the 
reliability and accuracy of such sensors [8]. 

Although various types of gas sensors have been developed, 
transistor-type sensors can amplify signals, providing new opportunities 
for the precise measurement of trace noxious gases dispersed in indus-
trial sites [9,10]. The gas-sensing ability of transistor-type sensors is 
related to the interaction between a gas molecules and charge carriers in 
a channel region. However, the operating mechanism and device 
structure of organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) limit the sensing ability 
of transistor-type sensors [11,12]. In OTFTs, charge carriers are formed 
in a channel region near the interface between a gate dielectric and an 
organic semiconductor (OSC); thus, gas analytes should permeate 
through the OSC film to interact with an analyte with charge carriers. 
Thick OSC films can act as barriers for the interaction between gas 
analytes and the charge carriers in this conductive channel, which re-
duces the sensitivity and the response/recovery rates of the sensor. 
Thinning or patterning of OSC films enables the charge-carrier channel 
region to be exposed to analytes more directly and expedites charge 
carrier–analyte interaction [5,13–17]. However, the fabrication of 
continuous, ultrathin, micropatterned OSC films is very difficult due to 
the soft nature of their polymer material. And, ultrathin OSC layers with 
a few nano-meters lack sufficient charge concentration and are suscep-
tible to oxidation by moisture or oxygen, which reduces the reliability of 
devices manufactured using such films. 

An effective approach to enhancing the sensitivity toward target 
gases is to integrate OSCs and functional materials to improve the 
intermolecular interaction with the analyte [17–23]. For instance, the 
P3HT TFTs with multi-walled carbon nanotubes exhibit excellent 
reponse for NO2 gas molecules, which is mainly attributed to the for-
mation of large amount of adsorption sites [24,25]. And the gas sensing 
properties of the Ti3C2Tx/γ-PGA sensor exhibits a high responsity, and 
fast response rate. This combination of Ti3C2Tx and γ-PGA leads to an 
increase in effective gas adsorption due to the enhanced adsorption sites 
and interaction [26]. Among the various candidate functional materials, 
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), as a new emerging class of nano-
scale porous materials, have attracted much interest because of their key 
characteristics, which include adjustable pore size, a high surface area, 
and tailorable organic ligands [27–29]. Their high degree of open 
porosity leads to the strong adsorption of gas molecules because of the 
MOFs’ high specific surface area [30,31]. MOFs have recently been 
applied to various functional devices, mostly because of their 
outstanding specific surface areas and their advantage of being prepared 
using readily available and inexpensive reactants [32,33]. MOFs are 
composed of clusters linked by polydentate organic ligands and inor-
ganic metal-containing nodes [34]. However, MOFs generally exhibit 
poor electrical behavior because of the insulating character of the 
organic ligands or ineffective interaction between the ligand and metal 
orbitals (e.g., π–d interactions), which diminishes their charge-carrier 
transport and on-current level when used in functional devices [35,36]. 

As porphyrinic nanoscale MOFs, porous coordination networks 
(PCNs) are manufactured with networks similar to those of aluminosil-
icate zeolite materials but with the bridging and tetrahedral Si(Al) units 
of zeolites replaced with an imidazolate linker and a transition-metal 

ion, respectively [37]. PCN-222 is a 3D hemoglobin-like MOF with 
Fe-TCPP-Cl (5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(4-carboxyphenyl)-porphine-Fe(III) 
chloride) in a highly stable Zr6 cluster as nodes and a heme-like ligand. 
PCN-222 tends to exhibit a large surface area, a tunable pore size, and 
superior electrical conductivity [38]. PCN-222, which is known as a 
semiconducting material, exhibits electrical conductivity because of the 
conjugating nature of the porphyrin ligands in the frameworks. In 
particular, donor–acceptor heterojunction structures formed by intro-
ducing electron-deficient molecules into porphyrin-based MOFs have 
demonstrated high photoelectric conductivity [39,40]. The introduction 
of PCN-222 into a polymer semiconductor film can provide both a high 
charge carrier density and an effective analyte channel in OTFT based 
gas sensors. Furthermore, the wide mesoporous channel of PCN-222 
generated by the employment of a large-sized porphyrin ligand pro-
vides an excellent environment for the diffusion of gas molecules. 
However, porous inorganic material–OSC hybrid functional films have 
not been widely explored in gas sensor applications. 

In the present study, we introduced synthesized PCN-222 as gas 
interactive component into a poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) base film 
and examined the potential of the resultant blend films as an OTFT-type 
NO2 gas sensor. The microstructure of the synthesized PCN-222 was 
investigated, and the optical/electrical characteristics and morphologies 
of the blend films prepared from PCN-222 and P3HT were systematically 
examined. PCN-222 with a controlled nanostructure and surface area 
was embedded into a P3HT layer, and the dynamic sensing performance 
of these blend films was examined under exposure to hazardous NO2 
gas. We expect these results to provide valuable information about the 
application of organic–inorganic hybrid gas sensors. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis of PCN-222 

PCN-222 was synthesized using a slightly modified version of a 
previously reported method [41]. To a 6-dram vial were added 
ZrOCl2⋅8H2O (37.5 mg, 0.116 mmol), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(4-carboxy-
phenyl)-porphine-Fe(III) chloride (7.2 mg, 0.0082 mmol), and 16.25 
mL of dimethylformamide (DMF), and the solids were dissolved by 
ultrasonication. After sonication, 0.25 mL of dichloroacetic acid was 
added and the vial was heated in an oven at 130 ◦C for 18 h. The ob-
tained dark-brown solid was separated by centrifugation and washed 
with fresh DMF three times. The solid was re-suspended in 12 mL of DMF 
containing 0.5 mL of 8 M HCl. The mixture was heated at 100 ◦C for 24 
h, and the supernatant was decanted. The dark-brown powder was 
washed three times with DMF and acetone. Before physical measure-
ments, the sample was activated under dynamic vacuum at 120 ◦C until 
a vacuum level of ≤0.002 mmHg min− 1 was reached. 

2.2. Preparation of PCN-222/P3HT blend films and transistor-type gas 
sensors 

P3HT with a molecular weight of 37 kDa and regioregularity of 95% 
was purchased from Rieke Metals as the semiconducting and gas-sensing 
base material. P3HT was dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of 
10 mg mL− 1 and was stirred at 800 rpm for 2 h at 50 ◦C to prepare a 
P3HT solution. After the P3HT solution was cooled to room tempera-
ture, it was left for 3 h. The synthesized PCN-222 was added to the P3HT 
solution, and the blend solution was sonicated for 1 h at 50 ◦C and 
sequentially stirred at 650 rpm for 12 h at room temperature. The SiO2 
surface was modified with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) (Sigma- 
Aldrich) as an organic interlayer between the SiO2 layer and the P3HT. 
The HMDS was spin-coated (2000 rpm, 25 s) onto a Si/SiO2 substrate 
cleaned by sonication in ethanol and acetone. The solution of P3HT and 
PCN-222 was spin-coated at 1500 rpm for 60 s onto the HMDS-coated 
Si/SiO2 substrate. The transistor-type gas sensors were fabricated as 
top-contact bottom-gate type, and a 3000 Å-thick SiO2 layer and highly 
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n-doped Si wafer were used as a gate insulater (capacitance = 10.8 nF 
cm− 2, Cg) and a gate electrode, respectively. The source and drain Au 
electrodes with a channel length (L) of 100 μm and channel width (W) of 
2000 μm were patterned using a shadow mask. 

2.3. Characterization 

The crystalline structure of the synthesized PCN-222 was charac-
terized by high-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD, Smartlab, Rigaku). N2 
adsorption–desorption isotherms of the PCN-222 were recorded using a 
Quantachrome Instruments apparatus (Boynton Beach, FL) and the 
Autosorb-IQ Win software package. The pore size distribution of the 
PCN-222 was acquired from a N2 isotherm using the nonlocal density 
functional theory (DFT) method. The particle morphologies were char-
acterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JSM- 

7800F, JEOL). The film morphologies were observed using FE-SEM, 
optical microscopy (OM, Olympus BX51), and field emission trans-
mission electron microscopy (FE-TEM, Talos F200X, FEI). Elemental 
mapping images of the hybrid film were obtained using scanning 
transmission electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (STEM-EDS, Talos F200X, FEI). UV–vis absorption spectra were 
collected using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 
365). The electrical characteristics of the transistor-type gas sensor were 
measured at RT under ambient conditions (Tavg = 21.2 ◦C and relative 
humidity (RH) = 29%) and under dark conditions. The PCN-222/P3HT 
blend films were repeatedly exposed to NO2 at a concentration of 5–50 
ppm for 100 s with N2 as the background atmosphere. The transfer curve 
of the blend films was recorded under vacuum condition using a semi-
conductor analyzer (Keithley 4200). The field effect mobility (μFET) was 
calculated in the saturation regime (drain voltage VD = − 60 V) by 

Fig. 1. Synthesis scheme of nanosized PCN-222.  

Fig. 2. SEM images of PCN-222: (a) image at low magnification, (b) image at high magnification, and (c) image of an individual nanocrystal. (d) Experimental and 
simulated powder XRD patterns of the PCN-222. (e) N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of the PCN-222. (f) Pore size distributions of the PCN-222, as calculated from 
DFT method. 
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plotting the drain current (ID) vs the gate voltage (VG) using the equation 
ID = W

2LμFETCg(VG − VT)
2 [42]. The sensing properties of the 

transistor-type gas sensors were recorded using a semiconductor 
analyzer (Keithley 2636B) with the sensors in a gas chamber (gas sensor, 
GASENTEST, Precision Sensor System) and under a NO2 concentration 
from 10 to 50 ppm, with fixed biases (VG = − 10 V and VD = − 10 V). The 
NO2 gas was supplied from a calibration gas cylinder containing a 
mixture of N2 and NO2. 

3. Results and discussion 

The PCN-222 was synthesized by mixing a ligand solution of Fe-TCPP 
dissolved in DMF and a metal precursor solution of ZrOCl2⋅8H2O 
(Fig. 1). After several washing and activation procedures, the mixture 
was obtained as a black powder. For the ideal applications, we synthe-
sized nanoscale PCN-222 and investigated its surface characteristics and 
microstructure. The synthesis procedure is explained in detail in the 
Experimental section. SEM images show the synthesized PCN-222 
powders have rod-shaped aggregates hundreds of nanometers in 
length (Fig. 2a–c). 

The powder XRD of the synthesized PCN-222 well matches the 
simulated pattern, indicating that the PCN-222 was successfully syn-
thesized (Fig. 2d) [43]. Diffraction peaks are observed at 2.4◦, 4.7◦, 7.0◦, 
and 9.6◦ in the XRD pattern of the PCN-222 powder. The porosity of 
PCN-222 was measured on the basis of N2 adsorption–desorption iso-
therms recorded at − 196 ◦C. The PCN-222 isotherms are type Ⅳ, with 
N2 adsorption at low relative pressures (P/P0 < 0.05) and a small uptake 
at high relative pressures (P/P0 > 0.95), possibly as a result of a 
microporous structure with some macropores formed among particles (i. 
e., interparticle voids) (Fig. 2e and f). The estimated Bru-
nauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of the PCN-222 was 1582.7 
m2/g. The pore sizes of the PCN-222 were calculated using the DFT 
method. Fig. 2f shows the pore size distribution of the synthesized 
PCN-222; the major pore diameter was 2.7 nm. 

In general, MOF films are difficult to prepare, which hinders their 
processability in electronic device applications [44]. We presented that 
blending MOFs with a conjugated polymer enables the easy fabrication 
of hybrid films for TFT-type gas sensors. Different weight ratios of 
PCN-222 powder were added to P3HT solutions, forming dark suspen-
sions. These solutions were spin-coated onto Si substrates, resulting in 

Fig. 3. (a) SEM images of P3HT films blended with different weight ratios of PCN-222. (b) STEM-EDS and TEM images of P3HT coated with different weight ratios of 
PCN-222. 
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~100 nm thick films embedded with PCN-222 nanocrystals. The 
thickness of the P3HT film was calculated from the UV–vis absorption 
spectra using Beer’s law (Fig. S1). The PCN-222 nanocrystals appear to 
be well dispersed through the whole film when their concentration is 
less than 50 wt%. SEM and OM images of the surface of blend films 
prepared by adding 100 wt% of PCN-222 show film morphologies with a 
large number of PCN-222 aggregates (Figs. 3a and S2). 

To better understand the morphological and geometrical details of 
the synthesized PCN-222 nanocrystals in a P3HT film, we characterized 
the blend films using FE-TEM. PCN-222 particles covered with P3HT 
were attached to a carbon grid that was subsequently observed by TEM 
(Fig. 3b). The PCN-222 nanocrystals in the blend film are relatively 
regular and retain a typical rod-like structure 300–500 nm in length. 
This result means that a blend film was formed without damaging the 
PCN-222 nanocrystals. In addition, the elemental distribution in the 
PCN-222/P3HT blend film was characterized using STEM-EDS. A C peak 
appears in the EDS spectrum of all of the materials (i.e., the carbon grid, 
PCN-222, and P3HT). An S peak, which is a fingerprint of P3HT, appears 
in all of the spectra, and the EDS mapping images show that P3HT covers 
all parts of the PCN-222 uniformly; thus, PCN-222 nanocrystals were 
fully embedded in the P3HT matrix. All other elements such as Fe and Zr 
represent the elemental species of PCN-222. 

The charge-carrier transport in the PCN-222/P3HT blend films was 
measured on the basis of OTFT-type gas sensors fabricated on HMDS- 
modified Si wafer substrates (Fig. 4). The P3HT hybrid transistor pre-
pared with various MOFs (20 wt%) showed similar or lower field-effect 
mobility compared with a pristine P3HT transistor because of the MOFs’ 
insulating properties. Most MOFs are electrically non-conductive 

materials because of the insulating characteristics of the organic ligands 
or ineffective interaction between the ligand and metal orbitals (e.g., 
π–d interactions). Therefore, the field-effect mobility was enhanced only 
in the case of PCN-222 (Figs. 4a and S3). The P3HT hybrid transistor 
blended with the PCN-222 showed an increasing on-current and field- 
effect mobility with increasing PCN-222 concentration (Fig. 4b and c). 
At a PCN-222 concentration of 100 wt%, the field-effect mobility 
(0.0054 cm2 V− 1 s− 1) was improved approximately fivefold compared 
with that of the pristine P3HT device (Fig. 4d). Because PCN-222 ex-
hibits superior electrical properties as a consequence of rapid charge 
transport through its mesochannel structure (Fig. 1), it does not inter-
rupt charge transport like other MOFs, resulting in enhanced field-effect 
mobility. Because the UV–vis absorption spectra of the various PCN- 
222/P3HT blend films were identical (Fig. S1), we attributed the 
improvement in field-effect mobility and drain current to the electrical 
conductivity of the PCN-222 rather than to the change in the thickness 
or the structural evolution of the P3HT films. In addition, unlike other 
conducting blended films that exhibit a concurrent increase in on- and 
off-currents, the OTFT blended with PCN-222 maintained low off- 
current values, which is an advantage of PCN-222 over other con-
ducting materials because it leads to devices that exhibit enhanced 
on–off current ratios. 

We fabricated an OTFT-type gas sensor using the PCN-222 and 
measured the NO2 gas-sensing dynamics (Fig. 5). The PCN-222/P3HT 
blend films were repeatedly exposed to NO2 at a concentration of 10 
ppm for 100 s with N2 as the background atmosphere, and the drain 
current of the sensor was measured in a linear region, where the VD was 
− 10 V and the VG was − 10 V. The responsivity is larger at low voltage, 

Fig. 4. Transfer characteristics of OTFTs (VD = − 60 V) based on P3HT films with (a) various MOFs and (b) different amounts of PCN-222. (c) Field-effect mobility 
distribution of OTFTs based on P3HT with different amounts of PCN-222. (d) Field-effect mobility and on–off current ratio plots as functions of the concentration of 
PCN-222. 
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and the sensors exhibited highest sensitivity at a VD of − 10 V and a VG of 
− 10 V. It is because, with the low gate voltage, the carrier concentration 
is low enough at the channel to modulate significantly with a small 
quantity of charge doping from the gas analyte [45]. Compared with the 
sensors based on P3HT films without PCN-222, the sensors based on 
P3HT blend films with 10 wt% PCN-222 exhibited substantially 
increased drain currents upon exposure to 10 ppm of NO2 (Fig. 5a and 
b). Because the length of the embedded PCN-222 nanocrystals was 
300–500 nm, the gas analytes directly passing through the nanopaths of 
PCN-222 reached the buried OSC–dielectric interface acting as a channel 
region (Fig. 6). Also, because of the large specific surface area of the 
PCN-222, the contact area of the P3HT surrounding the PCN-222 
increased; thus, P3HT could react more frequently with NO2. Not only 
the responsivity (defined as R = ΔID/ID0) but also the response/recovery 

rates (defined as ΔR/Δt) correspondingly increased, which is attributed 
to the easy adsorption and escape of NO2 molecules into PCN-222 at the 
channel region (Fig. 5c). 

To evaluate the dynamic responsivity of the PCN-222/P3HT hybrid 
sensor, we exposed PCN-222/P3HT films to NO2 at concentrations 
ranging from 10 to 50 ppm in N2 gas. The responsivity with NO2 content 
shows a linear relationship within the NO2 concentration range from 5 
to 50 ppm. The gas sensor with PCN-222/P3HT shows better perfor-
mance compared with the corresponding gas sensor without PCN-222 
(Fig. 5e and f). These results demonstrate that the added PCN-222 
nanocrystals functioned as gas analyte channels. The enhanced perfor-
mance of this hybrid gas sensor can be explained by a p-type doping 
effect caused by NO2 molecules [46,47]. MOFs are known to exhibit 
strong gas adsorption properties. The NO2 adsorbed by PCN-222 can 

Fig. 5. (a) Responsivity plots of NO2 sensors based on P3HT films with different amounts of PCN-222, where the responsivity was measured for 10 ppm NO2. (b) The 
extension of the first cycle of (a). (c) Summary for performance of the NO2 sensors based on PCN-222/P3HT blend films. (d) Changes in the drain current of P3HT 
films blended with different amounts of PCN-222. The inset shows an optical photograph of the OTFT type gas sensor. (e) Changes of the drain current in the sensor 
fabricated from a PCN-222/P3HT blend film when the sensor was exposed to various NO2 levels. (f) Responsivity plots of NO2 sensors based on pristine P3HT and 
PCN-222/P3HT exposed to different NO2 levels. The inset shows the sensitivity from the slope of the fitted graphs. 

Fig. 6. Schematic for NO2 adsorption and charge transport in an active layer: (left) pristine P3HT and (right) PCN-222/P3HT.  
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induce p-type doping, leading to an increase of the charge carrier den-
sity, which in turn increases the on-current in the p-type OTFT (Fig. 6). 
The device exhibits no signal of drain current fluctuations upon the 
exposure to NH3 gas (10 ppm), which means that the PCN-222:P3HT gas 
sensor is more suitable for detecting NO2 (strong oxidizing gas). 

A small amount addition of PCN-222 improved both the field-effect 
mobility and sensing ability for NO2. However, when the concentra-
tion of PCN-222 added to a P3HT film is greater than 20 wt%, the surface 
area of the PCN-222 rods decreases because of aggregation, reducing the 
NO2 sensing ability of the hybrid sensor in which the film is incorporated 
(Fig. 3). Upon the addition of more than 20 wt% PCN-222, the hybrid 
sensor showed inferior NO2 sensing ability compared with that of the 
sensor without PCN-222 despite an improved drain current (Fig. 5d). 
These results also suggest that an increase in the charge carrier density 
of PCN-222 can reduce the sensing performance because, in the absence 
of PCN-222, the carrier concentration in the OTFT film is sufficiently low 
at the channel region to be substantially modulated with a small amount 
of charge doping from the NO2 analyte, making Ion/Ioff substantial [45, 
48]. By contrast, the charge carrier concentration in the P3HT blend film 
with a large amount of PCN-222 is already high, resulting in enhanced 
field-effect mobility, but is therefore incapable of modulating of drain 
current, as in the device with a P3HT-only film. The optimum processing 
conditions for the PCN-222/P3HT blend film would ensure good tran-
sistor performance as well as superior gas sensitivity. 

4. Conclusions 

We investigated the materials properties of PCN-222 and explored its 
potential as an analyte-channel material inserted into semiconducting 
layer in OTFT. The blending of PCN-222 with P3HT enabled the easy 
fabrication of MOF–OSC blend films. Unlike other MOFs, the PCN-222 
nanocrystals did not interrupt charge carrier transport under opera-
tion of the OTFTs; the PCN-222 enhanced the field-effect mobility 
almost fivefold when added at a concentration of 100 wt%. OTFT-type 
NO2 sensors based on PCN-222/P3HT films enhanced sensing proper-
ties, including an improved responsivity, response/recovery rate, 
demonstrating the suitability of MOFs as a gas analyte channel in OTFT 
based gas sensor applications. However, the sensing performance of gas 
sensors with a large amount of PCN-222 was not enhanced compared 
with that of a gas sensor with only P3HT film because of aggregation of 
the PCN-222 and the high carrier concentration of the active-layer film. 
This method represents a new guideline for manufacturing MOF–OSC 
composite-based, superior OTFT-type gas sensors with high responsivity 
and high response rate. 
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